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Those who know even a little about construction in the early 20th century 
understand that the Empire State Building forever changed the way 
skyscrapers are built. When the Starrett Brothers began the project, they took 
the rare step of placing people with deep knowledge in charge of highly specific 
tasks, which allowed more than 60 types of trade workers to complete the 
colossus four months early and millions of dollars under budget.

What the Starrett Brothers knew was that a job of such a magnitude required 
breaking boundaries, particularly when it came to organizational structure. 
Though maybe not on such a scale, b-to-b organizations wanting to transform 
their Web site from informational to conversion-optimized must break old 
structural boundaries themselves. In this brief – the second in a series that 
began with “Optimizing Web Site Conversion” – we share how Web site 
ownership must evolve to meet a new set of goals.

Web Ownership: Past and Present
Most b-to-b Web sites are jointly owned by IT and corporate marketing; the 
functions share responsibility for two primary components that comprise most 
sites, including:

• Infrastructure. Owned by IT, our first component generally includes the 
servers and technological platform on which the Web site resides, as well 
as any related databases, content management systems and analytics 
applications. While designing and publishing basic Web pages is typically 
owned by marketing, IT often acts as a supplemental service bureau that 
fields requests for new Web forms, navigation elements and more.

• User experience and content. Corporate marketing tends to be responsible 
for site design as well as copy, content, images and messages, and frequently 
acts as a service provider to other functions (e.g. field marketing, product 
marketing, human resources and finance) that have a vested interest in the 
site. Often, corporate marketing serves as a clearinghouse for requests to IT 
and ensures brand integrity and consistency across the site.

While this structure made sense when the role of the Web was primarily 
to deliver information, the increased need to optimize a site for demand 
creation/conversion has resulted in strain – if not total collapse – under the 
weight of demand for elements such as optimized forms, improved user 
profiling, multiple landing pages and microsites and dynamic content delivery. 

The B-to-B Web Site: Under New 
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Marketers in demand creation functions have become increasingly – and 
justifiably – frustrated by a lack of control, as well as the need to work through 
functions that tend to lack the knowledge, skills and resources to implement 
their requests quickly and accurately.

New Requirements, New Owners
While many b-to-b Web sites do a decent job of generating inquiries, the 
move to true Web conversion optimization (WCO) that attracts, engages, 
educates and qualifies target audiences requires that organizations openly 
acknowledge that the most critical role of the site is demand creation. Such an 
acknowledgement creates context and broad support for the next step which 
is to re-define Web site ownership and related organizational structure in the 
following ways:

• The marketing executive function takes the lead. The mere thought 
of a change in Web site ownership is certain to be disruptive. Thus, the 
marketing executive function must build a case, then take the strategic lead 
and be engaged to help achieve internal understanding and acceptance 
of the change both within marketing and across other functions. Once the 
new structure is in place, ongoing executive support is required to ensure 
adequate collaboration between all functions; Web site strategy alignment 
with corporate goals; and the reporting of a new set of performance metrics 
to the executive team.

• The demand center emerges. If the critical role of the corporate Web 
site is demand creation, it only makes sense that the demand center – or 
centralized demand function in smaller organizations – becomes a co-owner. 
The demand center will be responsible for all Web site elements that play 
a direct role in visitor conversion, including landing pages and microsites; 
demand generating copy and messages; Web content management; search 
engine optimization and search engine marketing; visitor profiling; forms, 
promotions and calls-to action; analytics; and demand creation oriented 
navigation schemes. Managing these tasks piecemeal – as is often done  
today – will almost ensure a Web site that is nothing more than a 
disorganized mess.

• The role of corporate marketing is cemented. The information delivery 
role of the Web site will never go away no matter how important demand 
creation becomes; thus, corporate marketing should remain a co-owner. The 
function will act as a shared service that supports the efforts of the demand 
center; continue to serve as an interface for other functions that have a stake 
in the site; and maintain responsibility for message quality and consistency. 
It will also be responsible for site elements that do not play a direct role in 
visitor conversion, including brand elements (colors, images, messages), 
standard copy about the company, press/news pages, investor relations 
pages, careers pages and gated customer fulfillment areas.
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• IT involvement remains, but is no longer dominant. IT will remain 
responsible for managing servers and other backend technology, but will 
no longer be an owner of the Web site. In the new structure, IT will be as 
accountable for responding to the requests and needs of the demand 
center as they are to corporate marketing, and should consider assigning 
a dedicated project manager or liaison to interface with and manage the 
requests of these functions.

One of the requirements for WCO is a set of integrated technologies that will 
enable non-technical marketers to manage demand creation elements on the 
site. Whether or not this technology is in place, in an ideal world the front-end 
Web development people who often reside in IT likely should become a part 
of the demand center. These are people whose knowledge and skills extend 
beyond creating basic pages in HTML to cascading style sheets (CSS), scripting, 
rich media development, Web form interactions, usability, A/B and multivariate 
testing and deep analysis of Web metrics. The ability to continuously analyze 
effectiveness and rapidly update and adjust Web site elements is key to the 
success of WCO; having these skills within the demand center helps ensure the 
proper resources are focused and available.

The Sirius Decision
B-to-b marketers have long understood the important part their Web sites play 
in demand creation, but most have been frustrated by the many technological, 
process and organizational challenges associated with moving beyond simply 
generating inquiries to systematically engaging and qualifying targeted 
visitors in multiple buying cycle stages. WCO, if executed properly, enables 
organizations to overcome these challenges; doing so requires significant 
commitment and focused effort by properly motivated people with the right 
skills. This is why an early, and critical step on the path to successful WCO is 
ensuring the proper structure is in place. It really comes down to this: Trying to 
do business in a new way with an old organization is a sure-fire path to failure.


